Academy of Finland / Finlands Akademi
Research Council for Culture and Society

Filip Ginter
University of Turku

Jussi Pakkasvirta
University of Helsinki

Juho Saari
University of Eastern Finland

Jaakko Suominen, University of Turku

*Citizen Mindscapes – Detecting Social, Emotional and National Dynamics in Social Media*

874.624 € (2016-2018)

Risto Kunelius
University of Tampere

*Mediatization and governance. A study on media power in economic and environmental policy networks*

600.000 € (6/2015–2019)

Janne Seppänen
University of Tampere

Tapio Takala
Aalto University

*Digital Face*

575.987 € (2016-2019)

Helsingin Sanomat Foundation

Sari Kivistö
University of Helsinki

*Satirical Mockery and Censorship*

50.000 €

Heidi Kurvinen
University of Oulu

*Social inequalities in newsrooms. Experiences of Finnish and Swedish women journalists from the 1960s to the present*

24.000 €

Mari K. Niemi
University of Turku

*“Abroad this would create a storm”. A Study on Populist Parties’ Racism-related Scandals and Journalistic Choices*

100.000 €

Tore Strandvik
Hanken School of Economics

*News Media in the Nordic Consumer’s Everyday Life – Exploring Experiences and Practices*

100.000 €
Turo Uskali
University of Jyväskylä
Data Journalism in Mobile Media Landscape – Research and Development Project (MoDaJo) 150.000 €

Katja Valaskivi
University of Tampere
Je Suis Charlie. Symbolic Warfare and Struggle over Attention 140.000 €

Kone Foundation

Ph.D. Laura Ahva and the working group
University of Tampere
Mediating journalism: An action research project on how to discuss politically delicate issues in public sphere 105.000 €

MA, PhD student Rie Fuse
University of Tampere
Finland as Japan's Ideal Other: Construction of Otherness in the Reviews of Aki Kaurismäki's Films in Japan 28.320 €

M.Soc.Sc, PhD student Timo Harjuniemi
University of Helsinki
Publicity of economic crisis: Ideologies of euro and finance crises in the Finnish, European, and North American media publicity 28.320 €

Ph.D, Docent Kari Kallioniemi and the working group
University of Turku
Thatcherism, Popular Culture and the 1980s 64.260 €

Docent Anu Kantola and working group
University of Helsinki
The nation’s economic elite 215.900 €

Ph.D., Professor Sirkku Kotilainen and working group
University of Tampere
Young people in limelight: Young people's civic agency through multiliteracy 110.000 €

M.Soc.Sc, PhD student Silja Lanas Cavada
University of Tampere
The development of journalists' identities and political transition in the Northern African countries, especially Tunisia, after the Arab Spring uprisings 28.320 €

D.Soc.Sc. Lotta Lounasmeri and working group
University of Helsinki
Miraculous Kekkonen: President Kekkonen as a leader and a politician seen through cultural and media history 32.400 €
Ph.D. Saara Ratilainen
University of Helsinki
*Globalisation from the Margins: Russian Online Subcultures and the Eco(nomic) system of Symbols*
32.400 €

Ph.D., Docent Johanna Sumiala and working group
University of Helsinki
*Digital youth in the media city: Helsinki and St.Petersburg*
188.340 €

---

**Finnish Cultural Foundation**

Ph.D. Anna Haverinen
University of Turku
*Discursive practices of online violence*
28.000 €

D.Soc.Sc. Sanna Kivimäki
University of Tampere
*Media conception of aged women*
28.000 €

M.Soc.Sc. Kinga Polynczuk-Alenius
University of Helsinki
*How consumers construct green brands in social media*
24.000 €

Ph.D. Anne Soronen
University of Tampere
*Journalistic practices and emotions cultures in Finnish fashion magazines*
28.000 €

M.Soc.Sc. Jari Väliverronen
University of Tampere
*Changes in Finnish political journalism*
24.000 €